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January 18,2000 

The Honorable Thomas P. Gannon 
Chairman 
House Judiciary Committee 
Room 49, East Wing 
Harrisburg, PA 1 7 120 

Dear Chairman Gannon: 

I would respectfully request that the attached testimony be submitted as part of the I 

I, official record during the House Judiciary Committee's January 20,2000 public hearing on 
House Bill 7 10, Printer's No. 748. 

The Managed Care Association of Pennsylvania (MCAP) currently represents 12 
Commonwealth HMOs which enroll over 1.5 million Pennsylvanians in various commercial, 
Medicaid and Medicare health plans. Understandably, health plan liability is a critical issue for 
our members and the purchasers they serve. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly J. Kockler 
Executive Director 
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Chairman Gannon, Representative Masland and members of the House Judiciary Committee: 

1 The fallowing public statement is submitted on behalf of the Managed Care Association 

of Pennsylvania (MCAP), a statewide, not-for-profit trade association representing the interests 

of 12 Commonwealth HMOs that enroll over 1.5 million Pennsylvanians in various commercial, 

Medicaid and Medicare managed care plans. The Association appreciates the opportunity to 

provide the House Judiciary Committee with our member plans' perspectives on House Bill 7 10 

which would hold health insurance plans in Pennsylvania liable for insurance coverage decisions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Despite the introduction of numerous liability bills throughout the nation over the past 

two to three years, to date, only two states (Texas, Georgia) have enacted health pIan Iiability into 

law. A third state, California, has enacted a very limited form of health plan liability. Health 

plan liability has been rejected in a number of other states as the wrong approach to addressing 

consumer concerns about managed health care. As an alternative, and as discussed later in this 

testimony, more than 18 states (including Pennsylvania) have enacted legislation requiring an 
1, 

external, independent review of health plan coverage decisions. External review is also a 

requirement under the Medicare program. 

It is the Association's hope that Pennsylvania will follow the vast majority of states and 

choose not to consider or enact health plan liability legislation. The Association opposes House 

Bill 710 and any effort to hold health plans liable for unlimited damages and hopes this 

testimony will help illustrate the following two major points: 1 j That external review is a more 

effective, efficient alternative than lawsuits; and, 2) That health plan liability will have a 

detrimental effect on purchasers, consumers and the availability and quality of health insurance. 

Pennsylvania's External Grievance Process - A More Efficient Solution 

Act 68, 1998 was signed into law in June, 1998 and was effective on January 1, 1999. 

Under this law and for over one year, Pennsylvanians have had access to an independent, external 

grievance process in the event a managed care plan denies COVERAGE for what a consumer or 

provider believes to be a rnedicalIy necessary and appropriate service. The value of external 

review as opposed to the ability to sue from a consumer perspective are as follows: 



J The reviews are independent of the managed care plan; 

J The reviews must include medical professionals in the same or similar specialty as 

the condition or service under review; 

J The reviews must be conducted within a 60-day timeframe (or within 48 hours in 

a medically urgent situation); and, 

J The reviews are cost effective for consumers who, at most, would be responsible 

for a $25 filing fee. 

The Department of Health reported in December 1999 that, of the external reviews 

conducted during 1999, half were decided in favor of the consumer, while the other half upheId 

the managed care plan's decision. Clearly, t h s  is a process that is working and should be 

allowed to continue to work for Pennsylvania consumers. The external grievance process under 

Act 68, 1998 is a more timely, efficient and appropriate resolution to consumer coverage issues 

than the currently inefficient, expensive tort system. 

Purchasers and Consumers - The Ultimate Losers 

It is no secret that the cost of providing health insurance coverage continues to rise. 

While managed care plans helped stem the tide on double-digit increases in health insurance 

premiums during the late 1980s and early 1990s, managed care plans are currently challenged by 

increasing costs associated with new pharmaceuticals and technologies, among other market 

forces. Employers continue to closely examine whether they can continue to provide health care 

coverage or whether they must look for ways to mitigate health insurance expenses through 

employee cost sharing, eliminating certain benefits, imposing copayments or providing 

employee-only coverage. 

Enacting health plan liability will have a chilling effect on empIoyer-sponsored coverage. 

Unlike mandated benefits, which are also paid for by employers and consunless, the impact of 

health plan liability will be to impose costs we11 beyond premium increases. The ultimate effect 

will be a purchaser community that will reevaluate providing any health insurance benefits at all 

for fear of also being held liable for coverage decisions. There is no guarantee in ~ o u s e  Bill 710 

that the employer community, as purchasers and administrators of employee health benefits, 

would not also be exposed to legal action. 



While there is no exact estimate of the costs of enacting health plan liability, it has been 

estimated that every 1 percent increase in health insurance premiums results in an additional 

300,000 uninsured Americans. In June, 1999, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) 

conservatively estimated that expanding liability would increase premiums by 1.4 percent. Even 

if this low estimate were accurate, it would mean that 420,000 more Americans would lose 

health insurance coverage if health plan liability became law. 

Pennsylvania has been fortunate in recent years to have a relatively low uninsured rate. 

Why would the Commonwealth punish employers who have continued to offer insurance 

coverage by enacting a law which has the potential to increase premiums, reduce the number of 

insured and expose purchasers to legal liability for coverage decisions? 

What About Quality? 

Liability advocates contend that such policies will improve quality of care. Ironically, 

however, the current malpractice liability system has done nothing to improve the quality of care 

received by patients. We learned recently from a landmark study by the Institute of Medicine 

that an estimated 44,000 to 98,000 Americans die each year as a result of medical errors. 

Unfortunately, the current malpractice Iiability system has discouraged health care professionals 

from identifying and reporting their mistakes and have allowed quality deficiencies to perpetuate. 

Expanding health plan liability will only serve to create the same disincentives and will not 

improve quality. 

CONCLUSION 

Attached to this testimony for your review is a copy of the Association's issue brief on 

health plan liability as well as a recent article from the NovemberlDecember, 1999 issue of 

Headrh Affairs which discusses the potential effect on employer coverage should health plan 

liability be enacted. The Association hopes that our comments and the attached information 

provide useful references for Committee members when considering the potential effects of 

House Bill 7 10 on the availability and affordability of health insurance in Pennsylvania. 
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ISSUE BRIEF: HEALTH PLAN LIABILITY 

WHAT IS THE ISSUE? 

Should individuals enrolled in managed care plans be able to sue their hea Eth 
plan for damages which result when a health care plan does not approve 
coverage for a requested service? 

AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IS ALREADY IN PLACE FOR 
PENNSYLVANIA CONSUMERS: 

Among the provisions of Act 68, 1998 (the "Quality Health Care 
Accountability and Protection Act" which becomes effective January 1, 1999) are a 
clearly defined internal and an independent, external. grievance process for 
Pennsylvania consumers and providers. Act 68 gives consumers or providers the 
right to appeal health care service denials based on medical necessity to a qualified 
independent medical reviewer selected by the Department of Health. There is a 60- 
day time limit on the external grievance process as well as an expedited process (48 
hours) for urgent medical conditions, 

The grievance processes in Act 68 provide a more timely, fair and cost 
efficient dispute resolution for patients, providers, employers and health plans 
than an expansion of health plan liability. 

HOW WILL LIABILITY IMPACT HEALTH CARE QUALITY? 

Instead of strengthening the relationship between providers and managed care 
plans, health plan liability would create a highly adversarial providerhealth 
plan relationship. 

Health plans will. be forced to provide coverage for unnecessary services that 
may not benefit and may even be harmful to patients in order to avoid costly 
litigation. 

Increased litigation will undermine the activities which have made health plans 
successfuI at delivering affordable, high quality care. Those activities include 
quality assurance programs, utilization management, provider credentialing 
and provider payment incentives which reward delivery of quality care. 

Litigation does not provide equitable solutions as evidenced by the current 
medical malpractice system which is arbitrary and costly. 



WHAT WILL BE THE COST IMPACT? 

Enactment of health plan liability would have a detrimental impact on 
consumers and purchasers of health care semices. Prohibiting health plans from 
conducting utilization review and other activities designed to determine the medical 
appropriateness of requested services will raise the cost of health care for the 
nearly 5 million Pennsylvanians currently enrolled in managed care plans. 

When the cost of health insurance increases as a result of legislative mandates, 
the cost is passed on to health care purchasers--whether they be employers or public 
purchasers such as the Commonwealth. Employers provide health care benefits on a 
voluntary basis. Increased premium costs associated with liability will require 
business owners to carefully weigh the impact of offering health benefits. Such 
increases may result in more employee cost-sharing, elimination of coverage for 
employee dependents or the employer may drop coverage altogether. Such 
mandates most adversely impact small employers and individuals who pay for their 
health care. Potential impacts of health plan liability include: 

J According to an August, 1998 U.S. Chamber of Commerce survey, two-thirds 
of small businesses would no longer provide health insurance coverage 
for their employees if a health plan liability provision is passed by the 
U. S . Congress. 

d Increased health care premiums of between 2.7 percent to 8.6 percent, 

( according to a XQMG Peat Marwick's Bawents Group report. 

J If employers absorb the 2.7 percent to 8.6 percent increase in.premiums, 
Barems projects a potential wage loss of up to $1,5 12 per covered 
household from 1999-2003 as wages are reduced to offset higher premiums. 

If health care premium increases are shared by employers and employees, the 
following cost impacts are projected: 

J An increase in employment-based spending by up to $123.1 billion for private 
firms, households, and state and federal govexnn~ents from 1999-2003. 

J A per covered household increase of up to $346 from 1 999-2003. 

J An additional 1 .8 million Americans would be uninsured by 1 999. There 
awe an already estimated 41 million uninsured Americans. 

THE BOTTOM LINE: 

As an organization representing several of the State's HMOs which enroll over 
one million Pennsylvanians, the Managed Care Association strongly opposes an 

u expansion of health plan liability. Pennsylvanians already have the right to a 
timely and equitable grievance process through Act 68, 1998. Enactment of health 
plan liability will resuIt in decreased health care quality, increased health care 
premiums for employers and more uninsured Pennsylvanians. 
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Expanded Managed Care 
~ i i b i l i t ~ :  .- What IYmPact 
On Employer Coverage? 
Before turning up the heat an managed care plans, legislators 
should consider the implications for the health care system. 

by David M. Sruddert, William M. Sage, Carole Roan Gresenz, and 
Deborah R. HensIer 

PROLOGUE: UnLike most other industrialized nations, which 
compel employers to contribute to, if not cover the entire cost 
of, health insurance, the U.S. employer-based system is 
voluntary. Neither federal nor state laws require employers 
(except in Hawaii) to finance insurance coverage for employees 
and their families. Under this voluntary approach a Iarge (64 
percent in 1996) bur: declining number of dl nonelderly MANAGED CARE 7 
Americans receive health benefits through the workplace. But LIABILITY 

what happens if the federd government, through legislated 
policies, upsers the balance of interests that persuade most 
large, if not all srnalI and medium-size, employers t o  offer their 
employees hedth insurance? In this penetraring paper David 
Studderc and rhree colleagues examine this quesrion in the 
context of the intense congressional debate over whether 
patients should be dowed to sue managed care companies. 

Studdert holds advanced degrees in law (University of 
Melbourne, Australia), health policy, and public health (borh 
from Harvard University). He is a policy analyst at RAND and 
worked previously as an attorney and as an adviser to the 
health minister in Auwralia. William Sage, a physician and an 
attorney (both degrees from Stanford University), is an 
associate professor of law at Columbia University. CaroIe 
Gresenz hoIds a doctorate in economics from Brown University 
and works as a health and labor economist at RAND. Deborah 
Hensler is a professor of law a t  Stanford University and a 
senior fellow at the RAND Institute for Civil Justice. 
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ABSTRACR Policymakers are considering legislative changes that would in- 
crease managed care organizations' exposure to civil liability for withholding 
coverage or failing to deliver needed care. Using a combination of empirical 
information and theoretical analysis, we assess the likely responses of heatth 

t 

plans and Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) plan sponsors to 

an expansion of liability, and we evaluate the policy impact of those moves. We 
conciude that the direct costs of liability are uncertain but that the prospect of 
litigation may have other important effects on coverage decision making, infor- 
mation exchange, risk contracting, and the extent of employers' involvement in . 
health coverage. 

E XPOSENG ORGANIZATIONS THAT ADMINISTER employer- 
based health benefit plans to civil litigation and tort liability 
has emerged as the most contendous aspect of the parienc- 

protection bills debated in the 105th and 106th Conges~es.~ Leahng 
proposals from both sides of the aisle have included provisions that 
would reduce barriers to lawsuits against plans for withholding 
coverage or failing ro deliver needed care. Spec~cally, these proui- 
sions seek to undo a degree of legal immunity coderred by the 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) of 1974, as it has 
been interpreted by the federal  court^.^ 

8 UABILITY EEforts to expand managed care hbility appear to be driven by 
many of the same forces that a b r e  patient-protection biltls in 
general. The conventional wisdom i s  that managed care organiza- 
tions face a codhct benveen quality and cost C O ~ K - ~ O ~ . ~  Anecdotes 
abound of needy patients denied benefits as a result of aggressive 
cost cuttings4 Spurred on by public opinion, whch has galvanized 
against managed care, politicians therefore would arm patients with 
greater abhty to seek legal redress for 'excessesr in cost contain- 
menr, especially stinting on coverage of necessary services. 

Proponents of liabiliry "reformn--consumer advocates, physi- 
cians and their organized representarives, and (quietly) the per0 
son&-injury bar-deploy several policy arguments? Firsf rhey as- 
sert that freeing up access to legal remedies will compensate 
patients who suffer physical or financial injury as a result of deci- 
sions made negligently, in &bad faith,- or in breach of contractual 
obligations. Second, they argue that legal checks on managed care 
practices will sound a warning to health plans about the limits of 
public tolerance, thereby improving the quality of care. Thinl, rhey 
observe that clearing avenues to suirs against plans will correct a 
stark ddiciency in health plans' accountability compared witb that 
of physicians and hospitals, an imbalance that runs counter m plans' 
growing power over clinical care. 

Health plans and businesses that provide health coverage to their 
employees, together with the trade organizations that represent 

I 
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them, dominate the other side! These groups occasionally object 
that liabihty proponents overestimate health plans' role in medical 
de,cision making and idealize the potential for litigation KO influence 
quality of care. But such objections have been drowned out by the 
stance taken by physicians. That organized medicine set aside its 
long-standing opposidon to clinical liability of any hnd to join the 
supporting camp has diverted attention from the longrunning de- 
bate over the pros and cons of tort law as a quality-improvement 
tool. Rather, most objections have been based on the collateral con- 
sequences rhac expanded liability may have for the employment- 
based health care system. For example. health plans assert that liti- 
gation, whether actual or threatened, must result in premium 
increases. Employers add that such hikes, plus the fear of direct 
liability, d prompt them to trim benefit packages or terminate 
coverage dto&ther? 

In this paper we explore the likely responses of heaIh, plans and 
ERISA plan sponsors to the expansion of liability, and their policy 
impact. tVe conducced informal interviews with more than fifty 
persons involved in health care delivery and planning, includmg 
senior legal ~ersonnel at health vlans. emelovers. re~resentatives of 

V L 1. 

organized labor, benefits consultants, 
and provider-group administrators. 
into an analysis of four issues: (I) he 
coverage; (2) coverage decision-makin 
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of information; and (4) litigation againsr entities other than health ! 
plans (“spillover" liab&tY)~ we leave 
abihty reform on compensating tort vi 

ERISA Preemption 

discussion of I 
.ctims to anothc 

:he effect 
:r forum. 

ERISA has become a lightning rod for invective against managed 
care, for nvo principal reasons. First, the Supreme Court's 1987 deci- 
sion in Pilot Lijc Insurance Co, v. D~deaux made it difficuIt ro sue insur- I 
ers that administer employee benefi~ ts under state 

L I 

Pilot Lijc held chat state tort claims against insurers "relate ro" em- 
ployee benefit plans and are therefore subjecr: to ERISA preemprion 

? 
but are not -saved" as laws regulating insurance. Second, ERISA 
itself pro~ides minimal remeches for persond injury. Participanrs 
and beneficiaries may sue ro recover benefits due and to enforce or 

I 
I cia* rights under their ERISA plan; they also may sue for viola- 
: tions of the rrustees' or adminisrrators' fiduciary duty ro act in the 
i 
f best interests of the plan9 But compensation for other forms of 

economic loss, pain and suffering, and punitive damages is not avail- 
able.' As a result, suing under ERISA for a substandard coverage P 

I decision that has already caused injury, includmg loss of opportu. 
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nity to benefit from the treatment at issue, is rather like chasing 
tickets ro a show that has already left town. 

ERISA's grip over litigation against health plans has loosened\ 
somewhat in recent years." For example, courts s o m e b e s  allow 
health plans to be held "vicariously" liable for medical malpracrice 
committed by affiated physicians and even for negligently selecting 
and monitoring their medical personnel.12 In addition, Texas, Mis- 
souri, and Georgia have enacted statures attempting to hold health 
plans liable for medical malpractice without impinging on ERISA, 
and several other states are considering similar bills.I3 Although 
these are notable developments, none is likely to lead to a dramatic 
expansion in opportunities for recovery against health plans. Courts 
continue to hsmiss tort claims relating to coverage denials as pre- 
cluded by ERISA, and even state legislative iniriatives are subject to 
legal challenge because they lack the power to trump federal law.'' 

Unless the Supreme Court modifies Pilot Lqe and distinguishes 
suits against managed care organizations rhat sell services to em- 
ployee benefit plans born suits against the plans themselves, or else 
treats stare managed care statutes as insurance laws chat are saved 
from preemption, lower courts will still be largely unable to offer 

1.0 LIABILITY redress to injured parties because of ERISAPJudge William Young 
COVERAGE asked readers of his recent opinion denying recovery to the plain& 

"Does anyone care? Do you?"16 A number of the parient-protection 
bills promoted in Congress would answer in the affirmative. 
I The proposals. The 105t;h and 106th Congresses saw more 

than a half-dozen managed care bIUs rise to prominence. House 
Republicans passed the Patient Protection Acr: (H.R. 4250) in july 
1998 after bypassing commitree deliberation and floor debate; amid 
divisive debate, the Senate passed the Patienrs' Bill of Rights Plus 
Act (S.B. 1344) a year later. Because the Republican leadership is 
fiercely opposed to placing "the scalpels of litigation in trial lawyers' 
hands," neither bill amends ERISA to expand patients' opportuni- 
ties to sue health plans, an omission thar Democrats have decried as 
unacceptable.17 With a presidentidveto of S.B. 1344 promised, how- 
ever, and new bipartisan proposals circulating that expand liability, 
the issue is unlikely ro go away.@ 

The liability provisions proposed to date vary across three key 
dimensions. First, they differ with respect to preemption. Several 
attempt to Fix the ERISA problemn &om wirhin by augmenting the 
limited federal remedies set forth in the act whle maintaining pre- 
emption of relared srate law. Orhers seek to repeal ERISA preempO 
tion of suits alleging delay or denial of benefits, thus opening the 
way for state legislatures and courts to assume more or less unfet- 
tered jurisdction. Because states' responses are unpredictable, the 

I 
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 AXAG AGED C A R E  E I A B I I L T Y  

- 

We did not use a srructured inrerview format, nor did we pose a 
prespecified list of questions. Rarher, though use of open-ended 
questions we elicited information about coverage decision-malung I 
practices and anticipated responses to managed care lirigation. In+ 
terview content was adapted to the interviewee's ~ypercise and the 
role of his or her organization. For example. our discussions with 
medical. &rectors at health plans typically focused on particulars of 
coverage decision making; information about pracrices that may 
occasion 'spillover" liablliry came mainly from discussions with em- 
ployers and provider groups; and practicing artorneys fielded ques- 
rions about the bases and potential for particular h d s  of lawsuits 
in a new ERISA environm&t. 

- 

The Eollowhg discussion represents our own theoretical analysis 
of the potential systemwide impact of heightened managed care 
liability. The information and viewpoints &cited during the course 
of rhe intendews informed and hlped to shape this perspective, so 
we draw upon them throughout the analysis. However, we do not 
attempt to present the responses we obtained in a comprehensive 
manner, nor do we claim that those responses reflect the views of 
other organizations or indwiduals. In addition, we recognize chat 

12 LIABILITY some interviewees had personal stakes in derailing legislation that 
COVERAGE might promote managed care litigation. 

Cost And Access To Coverage 
Plan response options. Cost is the most common objection to 

tort liability. In the medical malpractice context, critics of uncon- 
strained liabiliry argue that it provokes an inefficient response in 
terms of clinical practice rdefensive medicine"), while wasting 
more than half of the dollars recovered on lawyers' fees and other 
administrative expenses." Organized medicine's dislike of managed 
care non~rithstanding, rhese same arguments apply t o  iirigarion over 

' coverage determinations. When health plans are faced with a new 
liability threat, they can insure (or s&-insure) against the increased 
risk, or they can "manage" it: by liberalizing coverage approval. 
Eicber approach must be paid for, at  least in part, by raising premi- 
ums, reducing profits, or (subject to regulatory consrrainrs on in- 
sured plans) curtailing benefits. 

Furthermore, if e'xpanded liability greatly increases costs, access 
to health insurance may be &minished in a couple of ways. First, 
health plans may avoid controversial semices and litigious groups of 
beneficiaries; rhs parallels physicians' exiting high-risk Eields be- 
cause of malpractice habhty. Second, because the U.S. health care 
system depends on voluntary sponsorshp of coverage by private 
employers, employers may trim the packages they sponsor, thrust- 
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"A small number of lawsuits may lead administrators to raise 
premiums to  a inel disproportionate to the costs of litigation." . . 
.....-........-......,........*..-....*....-............*.....,......................,-........,...-..,.,.......~..,.... .. , . . '  

\ f 

ing larger portions of care into the uninsured category. Some may 
even abandon the provision of health benefits altogether. 
Many of these responses are generic to any cost increase. How- 

ever, the threat of litigation is distinctive because of the extent ro 
whch perception can overshadow real-iry in driving corporate be- 
havior. As Paul Weiler has noted, litigation in the health care con- 
text tends to have -far more emotional force and political salience 
rhan [the] bare dollar figures imply,"" Decisionmakers are prone to 
overestimating both the risk and che costs 01 litigation.'' Even when 
they are informed about the &stribution of Litigation outcomes, 
firms show a propensity to respond inefficiently andoverreact to the 
s m d  possibility of having to pay large penalties for certain behav- 
ior.'' Personal injury lawsuits, in particular-with their emotive fla- 
vor, bad press, long time frames, and specter of punitive damages- 
threaten to provoke an exaggerated behavioral re~ponse.'~ A small 
number of lawsuits over wrongfully denied or delayed coverage thus 

CARE 
may lead health plan administrarors to raise premiums co a level Ll~sfllTy 
disproportionate to the actual costs of litigation. Employers, on rhe 
other hand, may hurry t o  avoid a legal quagmire by reducing insur- 
ance sponsorship rather rhan evaluadng dispassionately the cast 
consequences reasonably atrributable to lawsuits. 

A key fin&ng from our interviews is that litrle unilormiry can be 
expecred across plans and employers in the course [hey elect to 
chart: among these oprions. P r e v a h g  market forces and regulatory 
constraints in parricular areas will exert a strong influence on the 
type of response. Variarions in response often will be attributable to 
plan-specific factors such as enrollee population, product  mi^, and . 
size. For example, healthy populations with more insurance options 
may be less vulnerable to exaggerated responses, tee-for-service 
products may generate less additional exposure than tightly man- 
aged operations, and smaller plans may not have the Iuxury of await- 
ing test cases before responding strategically. 

All of the employers we interviewed expressed greater concern 
about premium h&es ingeneral thm those that might be speciEically 
attributable to elevated liabibty risk. Two reported ongoing internal 
discussions about the attractiveness of a defined- contribution ap- 
proach. Such discussions apparently had been motivated by discon- 
tent with managed care, the prospect of cost increases, and a sense 
that their capacity to meet employees' health care expectations was 
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waning. On the other hand, a leading benefits consultant to employ- 
ers in the Midwesr and Northeast argued that large efficiency im- 
provements stjll were possible. He anticipated that many of his \ 

clients would resist premium increases and would expect plans to 
offser the cost of increased risk through ehciency gains. 

The vice-president for regulatory &airs at one of Caiifornia's 
largest health mainrenance organizations (HMOs) indicated that 
her organization would be extremely unlikely to raise premiums in 
response to litigation-related expenditures. Rather, she thought a 
reduction in benefits likely, initiated by either plans or purchasers, 
in which a ufirst generation" of services would &sappea;, including 
dental benefits, vision care, and certain pharmaceuticals through 
use of narrower formularies. If liability proved particularly expen- 
sive, a "second generationm of benefits reduction might follow, con- 
sisting of 'L£esrylen therapies such as alternative medicine and treat- 
ments for impotence and hair loss. Sigrhcantly, these responses 
merely reduce the overall cost of coverage, not liability exposure. 

Measuring the economic impact. A number of studies have 
attempted to gauge the specific cost of lifting ERISA preemption. In 
a study commissioned by the American Association of Healrh Plans 

14 LIABILITY (UHP), the Barents Group gathered data on current liability insur- 
COVERAGE ance CQS~S to physicians and hospitals and forecasr thar managed 

care premiums would increase 2.7-8.6 percent through the five-year 
period 1999-2003.'' Two other smdies-one by Muse and Associ- 
ates for a consumer group, the Parient Access ro Responsible Care 
Alhance, and another by the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Of, 
fice (CB0)-prehcted smaller premium rises.'5 Surveying expert 
opinion, the CBO estimated a 60-75 percent: increase in health 
plans' liability costs, resulting in a 1.2 percent rise in premiums for 
employer-sponsored health insurance over a ten-year period. The 
Muse sr:b.!y suggested that eliminating ERISA preemption would 
result in an increase of no grearer than 0.2 percent of average man- 
aged care premiums; it contended further that ths  extra cost might 
be offset by savings from a decline in medical injury costs in a legal 
environment where fewer medically necessary services are denied. 
Overall, these studies vary widely in the types of costs they build 
into their estimates and in other aspects of their methodologies; they 
also make many bold economic and behavioral assumptions about 
the postreform litigarion environment. 

A purportedly more sophisticated approach cakes advantage of a 
special window on unencumbered claiming that already exis~s. 
ERISA's provisions-and hence its preemptive effect-do not apply 
to all types of employee benefit plans. Governmental and church 
plans, and plans maintained solely for the purpose of complying 
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wirh various compensation and insurance laws, are nor covered by 
the act.% Hence, privately insured, non-ERISA employees are a sig- 
nificant population-approximately thirty miUion persons, or 18 
percent of employer-insured workers.27 Health plans' experience 
with this group of workers could provide irnporcanr clues to rhe 
implications of liabiliry reform. A study by Coopers and Lybrand 

large groups of stare government employees and one group of local 
government emwlovees. Awvlvintr a unit: cost of $100.00C 

tinators calculated that sunilar rares in &e ERISA population would 

enrollee per month, a t-rivial percenrage of premium.lB 
Although we were unable ro obtain quantitative data from inter- 

viewees about theh experience wirh workers in non-ERISA plans, 
we did not gain the impression that lawsuits are rampant, or even 
kquent, in this population. Furthermore, there was norhing to sug, 
gest that such workers are treated any differenrly than their ERISA- 
plan counterparts by utilization reviewers or other administrators. 
However, a majority of interviewees from health plans raised doubts 
about the comparability of the two  groups. First, some asserted that MANAGED CARE 15 

he i r  sociodemographic characteristics differ in ways that under- LlAslLlm 

state the expected volume of li~gation-not an altogether convj 
ing argument, given available informarion abour the proEile of gov- 
ernmenr- and nongovernrnent-insured persons and the results of 
previous research on various types oE patients' propensity to sue.?' ?ssw:<;! 

$ k L ~ c " x , , ~  

Second, we heard that interest in lawsuits among non-ERISA in- 
sured persons is inhbiced by requirements in many public employ- 
ees' insurance plans that administrative remedies be exhausted be- 
fore suits may be filed. Third, several intemiewees opined that the 

, plaintiff bar has been so discouraged from coverage litigarion by 
' ERISA that it has not pursued non-ERISA lawsuirs-despite "senti- 

nel" cases such as Fox v. Health Net in 1993 and Goodrich v. Aecna U.S. 
HeaIthcare in 1999, both of whch resulted in multirmllion-dollar 
damage awards in favor of non-ERISA enrollees. This lasr explana- 
rim, if correct, suggests thar explicit amendmenrs to ERISA might, 

"uncertainn is therefore our best guess as to the direct economic 
irnpacr of expanding Of course, uncertainty itself can des- 
tabillze insurance markets and therefore add to rhe cost of liability 
coverage. Nonerheless, passive responses to heightened liabhty- 
health plans absorbing or insuring against claims and employers 
reducing coverage rarher than paying increased premiums-wdl 
probably prove less significant to the evolution oE the system than 
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active changes in the roles and responsibilities of these key industry 
participants. We now turn to these. 

Coverage Decision Making 
"Risk loading" premiums to fully cover the cost of expanded liabdity 
would, in theory, leave coverage decision making essentially unaf- 
fected. On the other hand, health plans might reduce their exposure 
(but still incur premium increases) by liberaking standards for 
coverage. Several of the studies described beFore acknowledge the 
d u e n c e  of changing coverage approval thresholds on costs. How- 
ever, only the Barents Group study attempts ro build this effect inco 
its cost calculations, and it does so crudely: The authors posit that 
srrict utilization management practices -ate a percentage of 
defensive medicine (as it has been estimated in the malpractice con- 
text)  and then assume that these %avingsn would disappear under 
the threat of liabhty. 

Our interviews demonstraced divergent views about the effect of 
liability on coverage standards. For example, a senior executive ar. a 
relatively small plan in Texas (fewer than 100,000 insured lives) 
indicated that his organization had already liberalized coverage de- 

16 LIABILIW cision making in response to rhe  enactment of that state's managed 
rt COVERAGE care liability law. Balancing margind treatment costs against risks 

of litigation, the plan had decided to approve certain treatments, 
such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) procedures, that it  
would not have approved prior to the legislative change. Although 
the plan had not yet been sued under the state statute, and premium 
increases had nor yet occurred, both were regarded as imminent. 
Nearly all of  hose interviewed at health plans speculated rhat their 
urhzation management practices would be similarly shocked into 
submission 8 ERISA preemption were relaxed. One exception is the 
Caldornia HMO executive mentioned above: She suggested that 
purchasers there would insist that the line be held on utilizqrion 
review, thereby creating the need to offset new litigation-induced 
costs by paring benefits. 

Relaxation of coverage standards is not the only possible uacrive" 
response to litigation among managed care organizations. The 
threat of litigation also wdl likely lead plans to pap greater attention 
to the process of making coverage decisions. A number of our health 
plan inrerviewees predicted that documentation would receive 
hgber priority; they also anticipated greater use of attorneys and 
risk managers at every stage of business operations. In addition, we 
expect that plans will be more likely to refer cases for external 
review, to shelter responsibility for denials in an expert, economi- 
cally disinterested party. Even without legal mandates, a number of 
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plans have extended external review rights to enrollees." 
Another procedural possibility is thar health plans may request or 

require beneficiaries to use alternative dspute-resolution programs 
in the event of injury instead of going direccly to court. Mandatory 
arbitration is well established for medical malpractice claims but 
has seemed less useful for coverage decisions because of ERISA 
preemption (and because the connection between beneiits derermi- 
nations and personal injury was weaker before managed care).l2 
Alternative dispute resolurion can reduce litigation expense and 
exposure to punitive damages; properly conducted, ir also can in- 
crease access to comoensation For injured plainriffs. Recent judicial 
decisions have expaided health plakil a b h y  to compel arbitration 
by holding various state laws prorecting consumers' rights to be 
preempted by the Federal Arbitration A c L . ~ ~  

An important quesdon, not directly addressed in our inteniews, 
is whethir these procedural chanRes:d  merely increase bureauc- 
racy or actually improve the of coverage decisions. For exam- 
ple, well-conducted mediation can reduce conflict and lead to qual- 
ity iimprorernent." One facror thar may prove critical is heath plans' 
willingness and abihty to capture professional ideals such as benefi- 
cence, open communication, and active patienr participation in the MANAGED CARE 17 

coverage process. Drawing on lessons learned from physicians' ex- Ll*"lLln 

periences nith medical malpractice litigation, healrh plans may dis- 
cover that a trusting relarionship between patient and institu- 
tion-not merely reliance on impersonal concepts of procedural 
fairness-is the best protection against liabdity. 

- 

Information Dissemination I 
Increased liabdiry can be expected to affecr the availabhty and 
quality of information shared among ~urchasers, healrh plans, and 
consumers. ERISA specifies several areas of mandatory disclosure, 
and courts have implied additional inE~g.larion requirements into 
the act's fiduciary-duty provisi~ns.~' State courts also are imposing 
informarional requiremenrs through non-ERISA Fiduciary law.'6 
However, ERISA preemption and l i s t s  on remedies available under 
the act render these rights to information difficult to enforce. One 
effect of expanded liability, therefore, might be to  invigorate exist- 
ing mechanisms designed co promote disclosure. 

Heightened liabiGy expo;ure also may alter the content - -  . .  of pur- . 

chasing contracts negotiared between employers and healrh plans 
and may stimulate greater specificity about: coverage definitions, and 
decision-malung fu;lctions.-for example, conrrachrs may be moti, 
vated to unbun&e catchall terms such as medical necessity into a tax- 
onomy of clinical scenarios or to develop detailed protocols for 



I 

! "Some claimed that it is prudent risk management practice to 
retain 'wiggle room' with respect to covered benefits." 
..........,........~.........................._......*....-....-.... I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . I . I . . . . . . . . .  
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determining when rreatments are experimental. In addition, respon- 
sibilities for utilization review activities between the main parties 
to managed care conrracts-employers, plans, and providers-may 
be explained in greater detail. Furthermore, because courts construe 
employers' purchase of policies as creating a &rect contracmal rela0 
tionship between health plans and enrollees, greater specificity in 
purchasing contracts likely would be complemented by more de- 
tailed disclosures in material given to persons at the point of enroll- 
ment. This type of disclosure would be aimed a t  putting consumers 
on notice about- the features of managed care.37 Several multimillion- 

, . - .  dollar judgments against health insurers not shielded by ERISA have 
been based on discrepancies between health plans' marketing mate- 
rials and Formal plan do~urnents.~~ 

We tested these hypotheses in discussions wirh plan, employer, 
and legal interviewees and found a mixture of opinion about the 
likelihood that managed care litigation would change information- 

& CoVERnGE dissemination practices. A majority espoused the view that height- 
ened exposure would result in increased specficiry and a greater 
tendency to clanfy roles. One interviewee remarked on the possibil- 
ity of "900-page purchasing contracts," with an accompanpg "in- 
comprehensible road map" of benefits coverage. Another predicted 
thar contractual expansion would likely be determined by "prob- 
lem- areas-those types of treatments that reveal themselves over 
rime to be particularly frequenr or expensive targets of litigation. If 
plans chose not to allow wholesale coverage of such treatments, 
they might use the contract to carefully delineate them as excluded. 

On the other hand, a spirited minority oE interviewees did not 
support rhe view that the minutiae of coverage decision making 
would find their way into purchasing contracts. Two arguments 
were invoked. First, some claimed that it is prudenr risk manage- 
ment practice for both health plans and purchasers to retain ''Urlggle 
room" wirh respect to covered benefits. In other words, a degree of 
discretion in defining key contractual terms, such as medical naasity, 
may actually operate m a defendant's advantage in subsequent liti- 
gation.* Second, several argued that contractual precision has not 
occurred because it cannot: The coverage decision-making enter- 
prise is Fundamentally resisranr to ex ante elaboration. They opined 
that nearly limitless combinations of patient characteristics and cir- 
cumstances of treatment doom such efforrs to failure. 
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Many of the same officials who foresaw greater specificity in 
+ 8 purchasing contracts agreed rhat risk reduction would necessitare : .. .: . 

accompanving disclosures a t  the point of enrollment. One inrer- 
viewee, a legal expert and former plan executive, commented that a la. , . -  ,. . . 
drive toward greater specificity in employer/plan contracrs will 
lopjcally be accompanied by more "fine-prinr detdsn for prospec- 
tive enrollees, with plans' policy literature becoming "more like 
company prospectuses." 

The effect of geater conrracmal precision on quality of care is 
ambimous. On &e one hand, presp&ihcation of cov&ed services il 
bemien purchasers and p l m  rhroiRh guidelines or clinical scenar- 1E - - 
ios may decrease the posiibdity of coverage determinations rhat are 
arbitrary, erroneous, or unjust. On the orher hand, quality may suffer 
if the specifications are t& insensitive to handle ikPokant Adtcal 
idiosvncrasies in individual cases. Similariv. it is dfficult to estimate p&#<Lp * 

the benefits of a litigation--induced expansion of consumer mforma- .e+&2 

competition among health plans; it also Facilitates self-help and the 
exercise of variousleRal r i ih t~ .~ '  However, available evidence sug- 
gests that consume; have limired ablliry and propensity to use - . . 4 . "  . . . . . 

I 1 

choices." Even intelligent and motivated consumers wdl have a drf- ~ I A B i L m  

ficulr time translating fine-grain contracmal details into personal 
decisions about health care. Moreover, increasing litigation expo- 
sure may channel disclosure into Formal, stylized mechanisms rhat 
hamper its usefulness and accessibility. - / p. Y?>@ 
'Snillover' Lia bilitv s3  f -. ~.:t+& 

w 4. .- .  ., . 

u .  - ,. 

- - -  , , . 

t i~n.~O Information ldiissemination is recognized as a key ro effective 

hiormation abouE nlans and ~roviders to m o m  their health care MANAGED CARE . 19 

. -  - .r 

Popular diatribes against managed care &y insurance companies 
and urihzation review contractors as the embodiment of profit- 

~ - , ~ r -  - > ,, 

the ugroup healLhphn," *.HMO! %edrh insurance issuer," or ;ut&- 
zation management ~romarn" as the urinciwal target of liabilitv. As 

I motivated. cornorare interference with altruistic ~rofessiond i u d ~ -  
ment. ~ c c o r d g ~ l ~ ,  bllts relaxing ERISA's barriers-to lawsuit specsy 

0- L u L 1. " I 

the direct vendor to group purchasers, and the issuer of coverage for 
enrollees, the health plan stands as the pivoral corporate entity in 
most managed care programs and thereby assumes sigrhcant re- 
sponsibllity for the quality of care delivered, including the appropri- 
ateness oE administrative decisions about coverage. 

However, tort liability typically follows function, not form, ris- 
ing rhe risk of legal exposure up and down the chain of which the 
health plan is merely a key link. A nuanced, multifactorial view of 
legal duty and causation dominares U .S. law.+3 Policy -laden reason- 
ing, in which the law seeks to identify the "mly" culpable entiry or 

3 
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"least cost avoider" of injury, also influences assignment of liability." 
~ h u s ,  as the law around liabhty for coverage decisions matures, 
courts may well come to view these events not as discrete Yes/nom 

\ determinations made by a utilization reviewer or medical director, 
but as processes shaped by a range oEiduences and actors, any one 
of whilh may be answerable in ;hole or part Eor errors. In anal;zinn 

, - 
the implications of expandmg managed care Liabiliq, it is therefore 
cridcal to recognize the potential for "spillovern liability; with it may 
come unanticipated consequences for the structure of managed care 
and the roles that employers and health care providers play in it. 

m Employers. Many inteniewees remarked upon a trend toward 
greater involvement in benefits administration by group purchasers, 
particularly large, multistate emphyers. Based on accounts from plan 
and employer interviewees. we conclude that employers may find 
themselves held legally accountable for teir role in coverage deci- 
sion making at two levels: product selection and care management. 

In selecting their producrs, employers negotiate service contracts 
with plans on a periodic basis, typically annually. New plans are 
solicited from rime to time through a request for proposals (RFP) 
process, and sophisricated employer-purchasers defrly short-list 

LIABILITY and select among candidates. All of the b s  we interviewed re- 
& COVERAGE viewed service proposals, reputations, and fee submissions as stand- 

ard practice. Ar least one, a Fortune 100 company, went consider- 
ably further, solicihg the help of independent benefits consultants 
and actuaries to assess qudty information (including Health Plar 
Employer Data and Information Set, or HEDIS, scores), the cornpo- 
sirion of provider panels, urjlizarion management: practices, and ap, 
peals and grievance procedures. 

Employers also frequently have input into product design. Benefi 
packages are rdored to employeis' needs, with group purchaser: 
negotiating not only covered services but also cost-sharing arrange 
rnents, rules for dependent eligibility, and the like. "off-theashelf 
purchasing is leasr likely among large employers and for self-insurer 
products. Employers' involvement in ths area may be accelraM; 
because of recent advances in quality measurement and the resump 
tion of significant increases in insurance 

Once a health plan has been selecred and product d e d s  ham 
mered out. day-to-day management of services fa l l s  to the plan or it 
designees. However, we heard consistentiy, from a range of inre] 
viewees, that employers are not necessarily remote from these func 
dons. First, through their human resources or benefits administn 
tion departments, employers may assess ongoing performanc 
includmg collecting data on enrollee satisfaction, monitoring con 
plaints and grievances, reviewing utilization patterns, and decidir 
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on coverage policies for cutting-edge technologes or treatments 
that become available within a contract period. 

Second, we confirmed that employers can and do intervene in 
special cases. Special dispensation may be granted for the company 
executive who seeks an experimental treatment chat would not 
otherwise be covered by the employer's plan. Alternatively, an em- 
ployer may waive an annual or lifetime cap on services for a longtime 
employee whose child suffers from a chronic illness. Such ad hoc 
inrervention may be initiated by both s m d  and large employers. 
Smaller employers may inrervene inclusively because of the immedi- 
acy of managementlemployee relations, or exclusively because of the 
relatively large impact special-case determinations are likely to have 
on future premiums. Large employers1 proclivity to intervene srems 
from familiar relacionships between the firm's human resource man- 
agers and the plan's benefits administration personnel. 

Third, several of our employer inteniewees indicated thar their 
firms entertained final appeals for benefits denials. Ultimate author- 
iry for decisions is influenced by ERISA's requirement of -named 
fiduciaries" such as trusrees and adminisrracors, who assume fiduci- 

not provide information about how frequently it was invoked or 
how the cost of care so approved was allocated. 

Outside of the context of gender or disability discriminarion, 
litigation against employer-purchasers for decisions about health 
benefits is virtually unheard-of today. However, the activities de- 
scribed above make employers, whch often have "deep pockets," 
porentially armactive defendants in personal injury suits in a changed 
ERISA environment.'" For example, employer audits a t  rhe point of 
plan selection or an ongoing role in quality assurance may provide 
rhe basis for allegations of corporate negligen~e.~' Courts also may 
regard an employer's power to entertain Einal appeals as evidence of 
a level of control sufficient to support a vicarious-liability ~lairn. ' '~ 
Similarly, granting special dspensarion for coverage of particular 
individuals or treatments may cast the employer in the role of deci- 
sionmaker more generally and subject its procedures and motiva- 
tions ro close scrutiny under tort, contract, trust, and employment 
law. Al~hough several of the congressional bills have attempted to 
exclude suits againsr: employers, generally for political reasons, they 
nonetheless tend to tie legal responsibhty to an entity's function 
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rather than to its identity, whch necessarily creares risks for plan 
sponsors. This is especially true if courts come to accept the insrim- 
tional nature of modern health care and therefore view patient 
jury as the result of an interconnected series of activities that begin 7 
with a purchasing decision and concludes, ar: the "sharp end" of 
coverage decision malung, with care at the bedside. 

If employers are indeed playing active roles-and potentially neg- 
ligent or discriminatory ones-there are certainly strong normative 
arguments for ensuring that they are not shielded from liability, 
especially when they exert the same kind of control over clinical 
deiision; for whichmany now seek to hold health plans account- 
able. Why, then, might the prospect of employers legal exposure 
give policymakers pause? The answer is that it may chill useful 
behavior as well, thereby compoundmg other pressures on the em- 
ployment-based health care system. For example, "direct conaact- 
ing" bemeen employers and health care providers, whatever its 
bene£its, may fall victim to fears of unconstrained liability." In addi- 
tion, employers may choose to be less vigorous information interme-, 
haries and patient advocates, functions that arguably are indispen- 
sable to effective competition and consumer protection in managed 
care. At the margin, the risk of liability may induce some employers 

COVERAGE to shift born a defmed-benefit ro a defined-contribution approach, 
whch distances them from plan selection as well as born coverage 
and treatment decisions. Ths virtually assures legal immunity bur 
wholly sacnfices potentid gains from active employer sponsorship. 

Health care providers. Different bur: analogous issues arise 
with respect LO spillover liability of physicians and other health care 
providers. One of the most dramatic developments in health care 
markets over h e  past: decade has been the prolderation of contracts 
thar transfer insurance risk to provider organizations.jl The physi- 
cian groups and networks that have formed or expanded to accept: 
risk increasingly demand the freedom to manage it. Hence, r a n y  
utilization review decisions-particularly those involving determi- 
nations of medical necessity-are now delegated to provider enti- 
ties. This reverses rhe conventional financial incentives of health 
plans and physicians, porencidly transforming their advocacy roles 
as well.'* In short, the risk-bearing provider group introduces yet 
another locus of sensitive coverage decisions that sits outside the 
conventional health plan. 

Our discussions with plan officials confirmed thar formal utiliza. 
tion review activities may be carried out by the plan, by provide1 
groups, by both entides, or by designees of either. Utdization review 
funcrions are often coupled with risk transfer under the service 
contract between plans and provider organizations, especidy wher 
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"If coverage litigationflowrishes, providers' behavior will become 
a cenrral issue in rhe assignment ofliability." 
...................................-.... <,...--...........,....................*.............~...,<.<................... t; 
the latter are large, well established, and equipped with a good 
information technology infrastructure. Even when utilrzation re0 
view functions are passed along under "full-risk" contracts, how- 
ever, the healrh plan retains some role in setting coverage standards, 
monitoring utilization review, conducting audts, and operating ap- 
peals and grievance procedures. Some states mandate that ultimate 
responsibility for these activities remain at the plan Several 
states also prohibit: health plans from requiring physicians to in- 
demxllfy them for the plan's errors under "hold-harmless" cla~ses. '~ 

accords much greater deference KO private preferences expressed 
through contra~t.~'  A related diEficulty is that professional-liability 
laws have been shaped by the unique smcmral features of medical 
malpractice and may not adapt smoothly to the coverage context. 
Specifically, malpractice insurance may exclude liability arising 
&om administrative duties, and state-law caps on damages may not 
shield new types of provider organizarions from potentially crip- 

1 pling  judgment^.^^ 
More generally, the challenge of assigmng liabihty to providers 

for benefits decisions taps into ongoing legal and ethcal debate 
about rhe nature of physicians' dudes to individual patients, as  op- 

lations in a resource- posed to  the welfare of enrolled popu' 
constrained en~ironrnent.~~ This is particularly true when provider 
groups act as ERISA fiduciaries. Ignoring p o k y  arguments favoring 
professional control oE managed care, a respected appellate court 
ruled that offering physicians financial incentives to promote cost- 
consciousness consrimtes a breach of fiduciary duty under ERISA if 
the physicians also own the health plan.@ Managed care litigation 
may well be a catalyst for wider engagement with these profound 
questions. However, a courtroom, in the midst of a liability inquiry, 
is hardly the ideal Forum in which to attempt to resolve them. 
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conventional measures of tort law such as compensating 
.victims and deterring negligence. Because the current re- 

form debate involves changes to ERISA, however, the policy irnpli- 
cations of expanded liability for the employment-based health in- 
surance system become paramount. Using a combinarion of empirical 
informarion and theoretical analysis, uTe  have attempted to assess 
the likely responses of employers and the health plans and providers 
with whch they contract. We conclude that the brec t  costs of 
liability are uncertain but ~ h a r  the prospect of htigation may have 
orher important effects on coverage decision making, information 
exchange, risk contracting, and the exrent of employers' involve- 
ment in heahh coverage. Before legislators turn up the legal heat on 
managed care organizations, they should carefully consider [he 
broader implications of global warming in the health care system. 
_ . . . _ . . . . . . . . . I . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . * I . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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